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EXECUTIVE HEADTEACHER: LINDSEY FULLER 

 

Plan for the wider opening of our Nursery Schools 
 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Thank you for responding to our survey concerning whether you will need/ want your child to 
return to nursery during the summer term. We are now in a position to let you know whether this is 
possible for your child. The number of requests for places for children has exceeded the number 
we can allow safely in the nursery. We have therefore followed government guidelines to prioritise 
children who will be offered a place during the summer term. These are: 
 
1.  Children of key workers 
2.  Vulnerable children (social care involvement or those deemed vulnerable by the safeguarding   
lead in the settings) 
3.  4 year olds who are transitioning to school in September  
 
We aim to begin to take more children back into the setting from the 15th June unless it becomes 
unsafe to do this. For example, if the Government decides it is no longer safe to do so, or if the 
Headteacher and Governors decide it is no longer safe to do so.  
 
If you have requested a place Tanya Tooby (Deputy Headteacher) will contact, you by 5th June to 
advise whether this is possible and give you details of the days and times your child can attend 
nursery. She will also talk through procedures for dropping off your child and picking up your child 
from nursery to ensure we keep you and your child, and the staff as safe as possible. 
 
If we cannot offer your child a place from the 15th June it may be possible to do this at a later date 
in the term and we would let you know if this was the case.  
 
Thank you for your patience and understanding. I have included the new routine again for your 
information. We have removed the point concerning taking children’s temperatures before you 
bring your child to nursery. Government advice states that this is not required. 
 
Stay safe and connected, 
 
Best wishes  
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Before arrival at 
nursery 

 Please ensure that all members of your household have been staying 
at home where possible and observing the social distancing 
guidelines when out. Places will be refused if this has not been the 
case. 

 If anyone in your household has shown signs of COVID-19 or any 
other illness (cough, colds, sickness & diarrhoea) please do not come 
to nursery. 

 If anyone in your household has undertaken a test for COVID-19  
please do not come to nursery until a negative result has been 
confirmed. 

 If anyone in your household is in the vulnerable categories, please 
discuss this with us before coming to nursery 

 Please make sure that we have your current contact details in case 
we need to contact you during the day. 

 Only 1 adult will be allowed to accompany each child into and out of 
the nursery premises. This is to keep the number of visitors to an 
absolute minimum  for safety. 

Arrival at nursery  If possible, please travel to nursery on foot or cycle. 

 To avoid too many people on the pathways around the nursery we will 
be introducing a one-way system to enter and leave the setting. 

 The pathway by the front of the gate is very narrow, please observe 
social distancing in this area and wait for people to pass through 
before entering the setting.  

 Remember to observe the 2m social distancing advice at all times 
when coming to nursery. 

 There will be a member of staff at the front gate and at the doors so 
that you can avoid touching any of the gate latches or door bells as 
much as possible 

 As more of the gates will be open, it is your responsibility to ensure 
that your child does not run ahead and go through the gates without 
you. This is very important to keep them safe. 

 When coming to nursery please refrain from touching any surfaces if 
you can. 

 Please walk around the school to the external doors leading onto the 
garden as usual when arriving. We will tell you which classroom your 
child will be in. 

 Parents and children will be met at the external classroom doors, and 
children handed to a member of staff.  

 No parents will be permitted to enter the building beyond the reception 
point. 

 After leaving your child at the classroom door you are asked to leave 
the setting by walking on around and exiting through the gate by the 
side of Molly’s room. This completes the one-way system. 

  Always follow the one way route and do not return into the setting if 
you can help it. 

 

Starting the day  To avoid large numbers of people arriving at the same time, we will be 
staggering the start and end time of every session for each bubble of 
children.  

 If your child is attending, you will be advised what time to bring and 
collect them. We must ask you to be punctual with these times to 



avoid arriving when another group of parents is arriving. 

 Once your child has been handed to the member of staff in their 
bubble, parents are asked to leave promptly. 

 The first task of the day will be to wash hands which we will supervise 
at all times to ensure this is thorough. 

 Children and staff in their bubble will then stay in their classroom. This 
may not be your child’s normal classroom, and the children they will 
be with may not be their friends or normal classmates. 
 
 

What the classroom 
will look like 

 Each classroom will have been stripped of all soft furnishings and soft 
toys such as sofas, rugs, cushions, soft body dolls, teddies etc. 

 There will be no playdough, water trays, sand trays or sensory play 
equipment available as this would be impossible to clean every day. 

 Art equipment such as aprons, paint brushes, pens etc will be kept for 
the exclusive use of the bubble and cleaned at the end of each 
session 

 Furniture in the classroom will be at a minimum and will be cleaned 
daily.  

 Each classroom will have its own discreet outside area for the use of 
the same bubble throughout the day.  
 

Activities for the 
children 

 Each bubble of children and staff will stay together all day and do 
activities inside and outside in that group only.  

 The children will be mixing with the children within their bubble which 
will help their social, emotional and personal wellbeing. 

 There will be a limited amount of resources available every day and 
we will do our best to rotate the activities and ensure that the children 
have varied days at nursery 

 Large resources like the mud kitchen, bikes, home corner furniture 
and tables and chairs will be available and cleaned daily 

 All smaller resources and equipment used will be washed daily and no 
one outside the bubble will use these. 

 We hope to take the children outside as much as possible so that we 
can enjoy some forest school activities, large art activities, exercise 
and free play times 
 

Snack/lunch 
arrangements 

 Snack time fruit will be prepared by a member of staff every day 

 Children will be able to have milk or water at snack time from a plastic 
cup which will be washed 

 We ask that all children bring a packed lunch every day that they 
attend. 

 Snack and lunch will be served in the classroom that the bubble of 
children are in for the day. A dedicated SMSA will come in to help at 
lunchtime, and this will be the same person for each group of children 
every day. 
 

Personal Care  Please ensure your child wears a set of clean clothes every day 

 At the very least the children and staff will be washing their hands: 
o At the start of the day 
o Before and after snack time 
o Before and after lunchtime 
o Before they go home 

 Please ensure your child brings a clean set of clothes to change into 



during they day if they need to. 

 If your child wears nappies, please send in enough nappies and wipes 
for your child every day. We will not be using our usually held stocks 
at this precarious time. 

 Children will need to bring their own sun hat to wear 

 We would ask that suncream is applied to your child before coming to 
nursery. If it will need to be reapplied on sunny days, please ensure 
that your child can do this for themselves if possible 

 If anyone falls ill during the school day, they will be taken to a space 
away from other children and staff and sent home as quickly as 
possible. Staff and children who have been in contact with that person 
will change their clothes. 

 Staff will use the usual PPE (personal protective equipment) such as 
aprons and gloves throughout the day as they would normally do.  

 We have been advised that staff are not required to wear masks and 
face coverings except when they are tending to someone who has 
become ill during the day. 

 

Collection of the 
children 

 Each bubble of children will be given a staggered collection time at 
home time to avoid too many people coming to the setting at the 
same time. 

 The process for arriving will be the same as advised for the morning  

 The pathway by the front of the gate is very narrow, please observe 
social distancing in this area and wait for people to pass through 
before entering the setting.  

 Remember to observe the 2m social distancing advice at all times 
when coming to nursery. 

 There will be a member of staff at the gates and at the doors so that 
you can avoid touching any of the gate latches or door bells as much 
as possible 

 When coming to nursery please refrain from touching any surfaces if 
you can.  

 Please walk around to the external doors as usual when arriving 

 Please wait 2 meters apart outside the classroom doors. 

 You will be met at the external classroom doors, and children handed 
to the person collecting them one at a time. 

 No parents will be permitted to enter the building beyond the front 
desk or the garden doors. 

 After collecting your child at the classroom door you are asked to 
leave the setting by walking on around and exiting through the gate by 
the side of Molly’s room. This completes the one way system. 

 Please, always remember to use the one way system to avoid 
passing people coming the right way in the one way system . 

  Prompt collection is very important and we would ask you to arrive at 
the right time to avoid too many people arriving at the same time. 

 If we need to share accident/incident records with you at the end of 
the day – practitioners will verbally give you details of the 
accident/incident which will then be sent to you via Tapestry or email. 

 Please do not return to the setting again that day as there will be other 
bubbles of children leaving at different times and the staff will be 
concentrating on cleaning as soon as everyone has gone. 
 

Health 
considerations 

 Please do not bring your child to nursery if you or any member of your 
household has any of the recognised symptoms of COVID-19 



o Persistent new cough 
o High temperature 
o Loss of sense of smell or taste 

 Please do not bring your child to nursery if you or any member of your 
household has any other illness or symptoms 

 Children and adults will be encouraged to use the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ 
approach to coughs and sneezes, using tissues and throwing them 
away after each use. 

 Children will be kept in their bubble, with the same children and staff 
all day and every day they attend as much as is possible (taking 
staffing availability into consideration) 

 Each bubble in their classroom will have access to their own toilets 
and these will not be used by any other children. 

 Only one bubble of children will be using their own allocated outside 
area at any time.  

 

Reminders  Every day the children will need to bring with them 
o Set of clean clothes to change into 
o A sun hat  
o Suncream 
o Nappies and wipes if required 
o Packed lunch 
o Piece of fruit for snack time 

 Parents are asked to arrive promptly at their arrival and collection 
times 

 There will not be any opportunity to talk to keyworkers either at the 
start or end of the day as we need to ensure swift and prompt 
passage for all parents. If you wish to discuss anything, please do this 
via tapestry, email or telephone. We will always do our best to help 
you with your concerns or questions. 

 All adults are reminded to observe the 2 metre social distancing 
advice at the Nursery but also in their personal lives 

 Children attending may not: 
o Be with their friends 
o Be in the classroom they are familiar with 
o Be with their familiar keyworker 

 

 

 
 


